
13704019 Black and Orange Rubber Chainmail Bracelet Craft Kit
Note: requires jewelry tools, not included.

1.  Using pliers (not provided) open the orange jump rings. To build the first link of the chain, slide 
four of the black rubber rings onto an orange jump ring. Add another orange jump ring through 
the black rings so that your start chain looks like Diagram 1. Close your jump rings,

2. Take the rest of the orange jump rings and create mini links the same way but with only two rubber 
rings instead of four for every two jump rings. Leave the jump rings open for ease.

3. Arrange the rubber rings on your first link so that there are two rings (A & B) on each side of the 
jump rings. (Diagram 2)  Place another black rubber ring (C) between two of the side rubber 
rings.

4. With one of the mini links you created (D & E), loop the two open orange jump rings through A, 
then C, then B, and coming back out through the C as shown in Diagram 3. Close the jump 
rings. (You may need to loop each orange jump ring seperately for ease.)

5. Stretch C out a bit and manuever it around E so that it is looped completely around the two orange 
jump rings and between D & E. (Diagram 4)

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you run out of mini links. (Use only as many links as you want for the 
size of your wrist.)

7. Do not close the orange jump rings on your final link. Instead, loop the other ends through D of the 
initial chain link (Diagram 5a), manuever C over the jump rings, and then loop the jump ring end 
through E (Diagram 5b). Close the jump rings. 
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